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Student Course 
Evaluation Results

Course Number:
Field Choice Count

MATH-2202-001 12

Course Title:
Field Choice Count

Cryptography and Algebra 12

Faculty Name:
Field Choice Count

Lucas Mol 12

Term:
Field Choice Count

U2020W 12

This course is required or elective:
12 Responses

Field Required Elective

Count 5 7

Percentage 42% 58%

Overall, apart from the course content, the quality of teaching provided by the above-named instructor was:
12 Responses

Field Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

Count 0 12

Percentage 0% 100%
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Student Comments:

Strengths: funny, friendly, and genuinely enthusiastic about the subject and teaching it. Weaknesses: minor
organizational things such as mistakes in notes, however, these were always corrected within a day at most and I
suspect most of these were simply due to COVID and the online stuff being hard to organize.

Awesome professor. The third course with him. will take another if he teaches other courses in the future. Very
much focused and always happy to help.

Dr Mol is quite possibly the best professor I’ve had at the U of W. He takes the time to explain material clearly and
encourages students to participate. Dr Mol makes sure that students are comprehending material instead of simply
pushing through material. Dr Mol consistently goes above and beyond to ensure that students have the best
possible chance of success. Phenomenal professor. Stands as a prototype of what a quality professor should be.

N/A

Lucas Mol is very great instructor. I love all the classes and notes are to clear.

Enthuastic and the lengths that went into the lessons showed. Well-organized and tested fairly. One of my favourite
classes of the year.

-Helpful -Knowledgeable -Great at teaching -Cares -Organized -Has a good connection to students -Passionate

He is very good prof and helps a lot. If you have any problem thn just mail him he will definitely reply you in an hour
or half an hour. The way of his teaching is awesome � You must have him as a prof for sure..👌
Always available to help. Provides solution key of assignments which helps to prepare for final and test. No
weaknesses.

Dr. Mol was a very organized instructor and provided good explanation of material. His class was very enjoyable
and he made the materials very interesting to learn.

Dr. Mol, as always, is a great professor! Even when teaching topics that can be very dry and tough to understand,
he does an excellent job of making it more interesting and fun. Dr. Mol is very available for questions via email and
office hours and evaluations were tough but fair. Overall, Dr. Mol is a great professor and I hope to have him as a
professor again in the future.

stength: - both midterm tests were fair. what i coulnd't answer on a test was just topics I didn't study enough or
forgot how to start for example. nothing felt deceptive or tricky. - he always went out of his way to add reminders to
definitions and theorems and examples (especially as the class went on) to make sure we remembered where
some of the variables and values were coming from. i dont know if every student needed these but i found it very
helpful and hope he will keep doing it if i take another class taught by him - very fast and helpful email replies -
posts notes usually within a few hours after class - assignments were mostly reasonable (difficulty and length)
weaknesses - i think classes go a bit too long sometimes still (couple of minutes). its not huge issue since he
always posts notes after class but sometimes had to leave the zoom meeting right at 2:20 and felt like missed stuff
that was talked about overall very good prof i had a class with professor mol last semester and it was fine but i think
he has gotten better since


